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Documoto Cloud Library
Gain a competitive edge by sharing critical technical 
documentation with your network!

Share content using our Cloud Library Solution. Documoto’s Cloud Library provides a browser-based 
interface where users can find and view the OEM technical information they need. This distributed 
cloud computing technology enables easy information storage and retrieval for everyone in your 
organization. Maintaining a central repository of product-related content gives you a competitive edge, 
from customer support to field service to regulatory compliance.

Cloud Library’s Asset Sharing Capabilities
• Share Updated Documents – Your team can 

store diverse formats into Documoto’s central 
repository. This includes files (price lists, 
certifications, reports, catalogs, manuals, etc.), 
images (flyers, product photos, documentation 
images, etc.), and videos (demonstration videos, 
training videos, repair procedure videos, etc.).

• Grant Access to Your Team – Documoto grants 
you full control over the Cloud Library. You can 
restrict access to certain users and specify the 
content that authorized users can see.

• Reduce Extraneous Communication - Cut out 
the need for a long email exchange requesting 
specific documents. Grant users access to the 
repository, so they can retrieve the file they 
need, whenever they need it.

• Share with no Friction – The Cloud Library 
allows browser-based, 24/7 access to 
authorized users. It has an intuitive visual 
interface that’s easy to use. Searching is a 
breeze — the repository has a robust search 
feature with tags, filters, and metadata.

• Support Business Endeavors - By storing 
important files, the Cloud Library supports 
almost all units within an organization. It 
empowers asset managers, maintenance 
teams, sales teams, quality control, and more. 
It can serve as an asset management tool, 
after-sales support tool, and even a knowledge 
bank, all rolled into one.
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Documoto’s powerful capabilities meet the unique needs of manufacturers

Documoto is flexible and adaptable to accommodate the needs of manufacturers, asset managers, 
support organizations, service and maintenance, quality control and other business units.

Drastically reduce phone and email support by providing accurate product data online.

The Cloud Library functions as a customer support portal, knowledge base, or asset management tool.

Relate content to specific parts and machines down to the serial number level, from regulatory    
certifications, inspection notices and change orders to warranties, work instructions and repair videos.

Easy, rapid implementation lets you add content quickly and begin seeing benefits almost immediately.

Documoto stores and displays common file types and formats: PDF, video, images, and more.

What Are the key Benefits of using Documoto Cloud Library?

Trusted By:

Documoto Cloud Library is a cloud-based SaaS application that is  available with several licensing options 
to match your business requirements. Only pay for what you need—Documoto gives you the ability to 
scale as your online business grows.

Powerful search functions include full-text PDF queries, with advanced tagging and metadata 
capabilities for custom filtering and fast search results.

Easily upgrade to Documoto Storefront to enable online ordering from interactive parts catalogs.

Control access by user or organization, share only the information you want users to see.


